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In this report various models are constructed which will allow
for the variation of system components. Computer studies are then
performed using the models constructed in order to study the effects
of various system changes. In particular: (1) GaAs and Si flat plate
solar power arrays are studied and compared; (2) series and shunt
resistance models are constructed, and (3) models for the chemical
kinetics of the annealing process are prepared. For all models
constructed, various parametric studies are performed.
* Professor, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modeling is a flexible tool for assessing and guiding
research. A good mathematical model can take the abstract results of
research and project future applications. Models are also useful in
helping to explain the results of laboratory experiments. As a tool,
mathematical modeling and computer simulation can make comparisons
between different approaches to a problem. It can also be helpful
for an analysis of a proposed system and an assessment of the advan-
tages and disadvantages of one system over the other. Also, mathema-
tical modeling provides an inexpensive, rapid means for estimating the
magnitude of changes produced by each variable in a multiple variable
program. This is particularly important for guiding research into
productive directions. In this report, various mathematical models
are constructed and then experiments are conducted with the model
for the purpose of better understanding the theoretical behavior of
the system. The results of this theoretical experimentation
are usually expressed in terms of graphs. This report considers three
different types of models: (1) GaAs and Si flat plate solar power
arrays in space, (2) series and shunt resistance effects on the open-
circuit voltage and short-circuit current of a GaAs solar cell, and
(3) models for the chemical kinetics associated with the annealing




TMC total mission cost	 ($/W)
Cl total transportation costs	 ($)
C2 solar cell costs	 ($)
C3 cost of solar cell array ($)
PS , P 6 end of mission power (W), Si and GaAs solar cell
A solar cell area (cm')
TRC transportation cost ($/g)
P S , PG density of Si and GaAs (g/cm Q
t sc thickness of Si solar cells	 (um)
t cg thickness of cover glass
	 (um)
X proportionality factor
CSi cost of Si solar cell
	 ($/W)
I solar intensity (W/cm 2)
nSi efficiency of Si
n efficiency of GaAs
fS ,
f 
end of mission power fraction for Si and GaAs
TMCS,
TMCG total mission cost of Si and GaAs power arrays ($/W)
T	 temperature (°C)
a*	 parameter for radiation defects not annealed
Csc	 cost of structural container ($/g)
t sc	 thickness of GaAs solar cell (um)
1 	 Sun's intensity at I.A.U. (0.137 W/cm2)
E	 emissivity
a	 Stephan Boltzman constant





	 diode current (M)
i	 Ish	 shunt current (M)
^^ x
Tree	 recombination current (M)
I inj	 injection current (mA)
I	 solar cell current (mA)
V	 solar cell voltage (V)
Vj	junction voltage (V)
Rs	series resistance (ohms)
Rsh	 shunt resistance (ohms)
A	 solar cell area (cm2)
r1i	 intrinsic carrier density (cm-3)
Tp , T 	 lifetimes (sec)
W	 width of space charge region (cm)
q	 electron charge (coulombs)
K	 Boltzman constant (JK 1)
T, To	temperature (°K)
Na	number of acceptors (cm 3)
Nd	number of donors (cm-3)
h	 Planck constant (Js)
X.	 junction depth (cm)
7
H	 total cell thickness (cm)
Sn , Sp	recombination velocities (cm/sec)
Dn , Dp	diffusion coefficients (cm2/sec)
Lno '	 diffusion lengths (cm)
Lp , Lpo
I Se	 short-circuit current (M)
Voc	 open-circuit voltage (V)
Vo	theoretical maximum open-circuit voltage (V)
4
;yin , M*	 effective masses of holes and electrons (kg)p
1\10 	 electron rest mass (kg)
E 
	 band gap energy (eV)

















number of Schottky type defects per cm'
Pn model diode coefficients








distance from the Sun
5
dISSION COST ANALYSIS OF FLAT PLATE SOLAR POWER ARRAYS
We define the total mission cost (TMC) for a power array constructed
with solar cells as
TMC = C1 + C' + C3
	 ($/W)
P
where P power output at end of mission (EONI),
Cl	 total transportation costs,
C	 solar cell costs, and
C3 = cost of solar cell ,array,
For a silicon solar cell power array we have shown (ref. 1) that
with no concentration (C=1) we have
Cl = (TRC) (A ) (Ps se + Pck tcg ) ( l+ ) ($)
C2 _ (A)(0,137) nSi,:S C Si	 ($)
C3 = (X) ( A) (P S tsc + 0 s teg) (Csc) ($)
and
P = A I nSi (T)fsi	(W)
= A(0.137)(0.15) 1-0.0041(T-25) (0,56)
where
TRC = transportation costs ($/g),
A = area of solar cell (cm'),
PS) P G = density of Si and GaAs (g/cm3),
P cg L density of cover glass (g/cm'),
tsc = thickness of Si solar cell (um),
tcg	 thickness of cover glass (pm),
X = proportionality factor, then










it of structural container which is proportional to:
weight of Si solar cell plus cover glass (g),
= Cost of Si solar cell ($/W),
= cost of structural container ($/g),
solar intensity (W/cm2),
= efficiency of Si,
temperature (°C), and
= end of life power fraction for Si solar cells.
6
»,	 a. .r r=x
Hence for a silicon solar array we have
TMCS - (A (TRC)  (P a tsc + 0 4 t eg ) (i+Xl + AIf0. 3") nSj,2S
+ XA(P5 
tsc + 0 e tcg ) Csc1 +1A(0,137) (0,15) (1 - 0.0041(T-25) ] (0.56)1
For GaAs solar power arrays we have shown (ref, 2) that for flat
plat arrays (C=1)r
Cl	 TRC(A) 
(pg tsc +P^;1; tcg +X(ps t sc +Peg teg)
t* ^-393
C2	 300\3 00 1 	 A(0.137) r,G, 25




- A(0.137) (0.20) (1 .. ^). X90225 (T- 25) j f G
where the end of life power fraction is
fG 	 1 + U^J^ ex^ -O.Of T-75	 + 
a
*(^^'S), T ^ 75i [- 7 ()j
= 0.5	 , T < 75
and is a function of the operating temperature,
Fence, for GaAs sola:x power arrays




+ 30G 00)	 A(0.137)(0,2) + X Alps tsc +P Cg tcg)Csc
+(0.137)(0.20)(l - 0.00225 (T-25) ] fG }
Let ASMC denote the change in the specific mission cost, then
ASMC TNICG - TMCS = 'rRC a l + a2
where (with appropriate units)
7
al x
A p t **c + ac tc +
	 ps tsc 4, Peg t. 1
G





t * o. 393A(I) (0, 2) - (x) (A) (0,15) C
a2 = 300 s^
	 Si




^S tso + P c t o C s4 I^
I - I )I
1	 & `8^ '( C	 S
Here ASNIC is a linear function of the transportation cost ($/g),
In the case where the intensity of the Sun is inversely proportional
to the distance r from the Sun in astronautical units (A.U.), then
r . Io = 0,137
rZ	 r




T = i .5 _ 2173 (0C)
C^
Figures l through 4 illustrate how the specific mission cost difference
ASNIC changes with respect to various parameters of the system. Note
that when ASNIC is, negative the Si array costs are higher than GaAs
array costs. These figures illustrate that flat plate GaAs solar
power arrays will be more economical in those operating regimes which
require a high temperature (near Sun missions) and those missions
which have a high transportation cost. In these figures we have
used the nominal values given in Table 1,
Table 1. Nominal values for flat plate arrays.
y	 CSi = 0, PC = 5.32, pcg = 2.5, tcg = 100



































Figure 1. Specific mission cost difference vs. operating temperature,















c 0 —^^ "^^'--f 300 um, 120°C
z
c -100 5 um, 80°C
-200 300 um, 200°C
U 5 um,	 120"C
w -300
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Figure ). Level CUrvC5 where ASDIC = K is a negative constant or zero for various
GaAs thicknesses.
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SERIES AND SHUNT RESISTANCE
Various models exist for the current-voltage relationship of
solar cells which include both the series and shunt resistance
effects (see refs. 3 through 19). These resistance effects are of
interest because they are power-dissipating factors. Figure 5 is
an equivalent circuit diagram of a solar cell.
R2	 Rs
Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of solar cell.
Usually iii figure 5, the resistances R 1 and R2 are neglected, where
R 1 is a lumped value for the semiconductor front layer resistance.
In figure 5, R s is the series resistance of the metal contacts and
Rsh is the shunt resistance caused by various leakage paths.
Neglecting R 1 and R2 , the current-voltage relationship for this
model can be expressed as
I = I L - (I D + Ish)
where I L is the illuminated current, I D is the diode current
given by
	













and V 	 is tho junction voltage
Vj = V + IRs 	0
In order to obtain a better qualitative understanding of the
GaAs solar cell behavior, we will adopt the model of the equivalent
circuit illustrated in figure o,
i
Figure 6. Another equivalent circuit of a solar cell.
In figure 6, the currents are defined as follows:
The recombination current Irec:
Vi
rrANiVVKT Binh MKT)
I rec	 Tp cn 
(Vo - Vl
where
i^'^ Vo ^ V)^ Na + NdW = ---
q	 N^, Nd















Eg = 1.522 - 5,8(10 -4 )T 2/(T + 300).	 (9)








inj	 C	 o,pn	 o,skJ
where 
Io,pn 
is the coefficient for a Pn diode model, 
Io,sk 
is the
coefficient for a Schottky barrier diode model, and a is the fraction
of material having Schottky characteristics (a = 0 for a Pn material
and a = 1 for Schottky material). It is assumed that a = a0(10^s)
where 0 < ao < 10 8 , and ao represents the number of defects per cm2.
For the Pn diode model
Io,pn - A (G (x 1,Y1, z 1) + G(x2,Y2,z2)]	 (11)
where
	
sinh ( n) + cosh (h) 	 (12)LTsinh(n) + cosh (n.)
D n 2
xl = 
g LnN 3.	 x2 = gDpnz/LpNd
n a
Y1 = X j / Ln	 Y2	 (H - (D + X  + W)] /L P 	(13)
z l = SnLn/ Dn	
^2 = SpLp/Dp
For the Schottky diode model:
Io,sk	
AArT 2exp( . O bn/KT)	 (14)
where
A  = effective Richardson constant = 4.4 A/(cm2°K2),
T = temperature (°K), ^bn = barrier height = 0.89(eV), and
A = solar cell area = 1 cm
In the above models for the injection current, the diffusion
lengths Dn , Dp are related to the mobilities by the Einstein
relations
D11 = Un KT
(15)
Dp = up T 
is
where the mobilities, diffusion lengths, and lifetimes are temperature
dependent and are given by
3	 3
_ Tai ..	 To 2
up upoVT
—) , n - un0V T)1	 ^
2	 TLp - Lp0 (TT") 
Ln - L
n0 (To
TP = L2/1)p , Tn - Ln/pn
It can be seen that the current-voltage relation for figure 6
can be expressed in the form
I = IL - Idark
where I = solar cell current, I L
 = illuminated current, and Idark
is the dark current ,hich is a function of the junction vultage
V  = V + IRs . The dark current can be expressed in the functional
form
I
dark = f (V + IRs
where Rs is the series resistance, f is a function satisfying f(0) = 0
and f(x) is monotone increasing, and V = solar cell voltage. Tile
function f(Vj ) can be expressed
f (Vj )	 Iinj + Ire ; + Ish
- Io CegVj/KT
	
+ 1	 3KI sink TZ + Rj
	
V.	 Rs 110
where I0 ,I 1 are coefficients obtained from equations (10) and (S)
respectively.
Equation (17) is a nonlinear current-voltage relation which can be
solved using a computer. Various parameter studies were performed
using the model given by equation (17). Some of the results of t}.e
parameter study are illustrated in figures 7 through 18. The various
parameters occurring in the model were assigned the nominal values
depicted in table 2. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of varying
the shunt resistance R sh . Mote that the open-circuit voltage decreases
and the "knee" of the current-voltage curve is greatly decreased.
Figure 8 illustrates the effect of varying the series resistance Rs.
These curves show that the open-circuit voltage is not affected by such






Table 2. Nominal values used in parameter study.
'	 T =-: To = 300 °K D 0.4	 (10 -4 ) cm
A ,	 4.4 A/(cm2 °K2 ) X. =	 1,0	 (10" 4 ) cm
^bn = 0.89 ev Sp 1.0	 (106 ) cm/sec
Na	 5.0 (1010 CM-3 S =	 1.0
	 (104 ) cm/sec
N 
	 = 6.0	 (10 17 )	 cm-3 H = 250	 (10" 4 ) cm
A = 1.0 cm2 	I L = 30 mA
E = (10.9) (8.85) (10" 14) F/em	 RS = 1.0 a
upo = 2700 cm2/volt-sec	 Rsh = 107 q
uno = 150 cm2/volt-sec	 a = 0







































































































of the series resistance. Figure 9 illustrates the effect of temperature
changes on the Pn ,junction current-voltage curves. Figures 10 to 13
illustrate the effect of introducing Schottky type defects into the
gperation of the GaAs solar cell. The;;e curves are for an upper and
lower barrier limit of Obn = 0,89 and ^bn = 0.75 eV, Note the decrease
in the open-circuit voltage as the number of defects increases. In
this study it was assumed that one defect was 10
-8
 cmz in surface
area, and hence 10 8
 is the maximum number of defects allowed. Note
also the shift of the dark current curves as the solar cell changes from
a Pn junction mode of operation to a Schottky barrier mode of opera-
tion,
Equation (17) for the current-voltage relation is a nonlinear
equation of the form
I = I L - f(V + IRS )	 (20)
where f(x) is given by equation (19). The short-circuit current
T	 occurs when V = 0, and hence satisfies
sc
ISe = I L - f(I st R.,	 (21)
The open-circuit voltage Voc occurs when I = 0, and hence satisfies
T L = f(Voc )	 (^')
The illumination method for determining the dark current consists
of changing the illumination I L , which in turn causes changes in the
I se and Voc values, A plot of the Ise vs. Voc values obtained in
this manner is called the dark current curve of the solar cell,
Substituting equation (22) into equation (21), we can see that the dark
current curve values obtained by this method must satisfy the relation
Is e = f(Voc ) - f( Tsc Rs)	 (23)
The dark current-voltage curves are obtained by setting I L =0
in equation (20) and changing the sign. Alternatively, one can write
equation (18) in the form
I = f (V + IRs)
	 (24)






























































Figure 10. Dark current vs, voltage for various Shottky defects; 0
	 = 0.89,










































































































































In order to see how equations (24) and (43) are related, we can
expand equation (24) in a Taylor's series about IR s	0 to obtain
I = f(V) + f' (V)IRs
 +f"(V) (M)2 +	 (25)
For IRs positive and much less than one, we can write
IRs <<1 and f(IRs ) =0
Hence, equations (23) and (24) simplify to the same form of
I = f(V)
	 (2G)
For large values of the current (high illumination), the product
of I
sc s
R is no longer small and the current voltage relation obtained
from equation (23) is no longer representative of the dark current..
However, the relation determined by equation (23) can be used to
estimate the series resistance R s . For large values of the illumination,
the open-circuit voltage (Voc ) and the short circuit currant (I SC )
values will increase, for large values of the product I se Rs the
exponential term in equation (19) will dominate, and we may write
equation (23) in the form
qVoc	 c I^4 Rs
I	 = T e KT - I e KT
se	 0	 0
which can be expressed as	
-glscRs
Voc - Is^Rs = ^ In 1 + -I-I `' e	 KT	 (27)
0
Now for large values of the product I seRs the right-hand side of









The effect of series resistance on the dark current voltage curves
is illustrated in the figure 14. This resistance effect is charac-
terized by a sharp bending of the curve to the right (illuminated dark-
current method used to obtain data). Note that for large voltages the
series resistance is the voltage divided by the current. Hence,
the dark current data appears to be an impractical method for estimating
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Figure 14. P 
n 
function model dark current curves for various shunt and series
resistances.	 27
k effects, Rs > 500, can be estimated from these bending limits.
--
For small values of the voltage and for small values of the
product IRs, the qv/2KT exponential term will dominate in equation
(23) and we can write the approximate relation
I	 S egv/2KT + V
o	 Rs h
where so = I 1 / Vo is obtained from equation (19). Let (-I*,VI),
(I2,V2) denote two values of the dark current voltage obtained from
the dark current curve for two different low voltages. Then equation
(29) implies that
fV2 - V1
Rsh - fI 2 - I1
where f = exp q(V
KT
V2) 1. The approximate relation (30) can be applied
datato the theoretical 	 figure 14 to estimate the shunt resistance
effects. The shunt resistance is characterized by a bending of the
dark-current voltage curve to the left. Along this left branch the
relation (30) can be utilized to approximate the shunt resistance.
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the effect of a doping density change
on the dark current and illuminated current-voltage relationships.
Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the effect of Schottky defects on the
dark current voltage and illuminated current voltage curves. Both
of these parameter changes produce a similar type of current voltage
change. The Schottky type defect change produces a larger reduction in
the open-circuit voltage. This type of behavior, illustrated in figures
15 through 16, has been observed in solar cells that have been exposed
to high temperatures over a long period of time. Additional testing
should be performed on these cells to determine if the reduction in
the open-circuit voltage is due to this Schottky type defect, reduction
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A MODEL FOR THE CHEMICAL KINETICS OF ANNEALING
The following is a simple model for the annealing mechanism of
GaAs solar cells. Here it is assumed that the radiation damage
consists mainly of gallium vacancies VGa , and gallium interstitials
Ga i , (Chemical kinetics of the annealing process have been studied in refs.
20 to 2S.) kIle postulate the following reaction kinetics:
1
Ga Ga k2 VGa + Gai
R3
I Ga k4 VGa + Ii
k5
`VGa k6 (V )2
}7
Ga
Ga + VGa kg (VGa)2 + Gai
IGa + VGa k l p ( VGa ) 2 + Ii
I i + VGa tit VGaii12
We let
Y 1
 = [Ga Ga ] = concentration of Ga atoms on Ga sites (cm-3),
Y2 = [VGa] = concentration of Ga vacancies (cm 3),
Y 3 = [Gai ] = concentration of Ga interstitials (cm 3),
Y 4 = [ I Ga ] = concentration of impurities on Ga sites (cm 3),
Y 5 = [ I i ] = concentration of impurity interstitials (cm 3),
Y6 = [ (VGa) 2 ]	 concentration of divacancies (cm-3),
Y7 = [VGa
 
I I ] = concentration of vacancies bound to impurities (cm-1),





- k 1Y 1 * k 2Y2Y3 - k7Y lY 2 + k8Y 6Y 3
d
U a k lYl	 k2Y2Y3 * k 3Y4 - k4Y2Y5 - 2k $Y2 2
 + 2k6Y6 - k7YlY2
+ k 8Y6Y3 
- k9Y2Y4 + klo y6Y5 + k 12Y7 - k11Y2Y5
dY3 = k 1Y l - k2Y2Y3 + k 7YlY2 - k8Y6Y 3
d4 
_ - k 3Y4 + k4Y2Y5 - k9Y2Y4 + k loy sy6	 (32)
dF = k 3Y4 - k4Y2Y5 + k9Y2Y4 - kioYsY6 - k 11Y2Y5 + k12Y7
d  = k5Yj - k 6Y6	 k 7YlY2 - k $Y3Y6 + k 9Y2Y4 - k1oy5Y6
dy 7 =
dt	 k11Y2Y5	 k12Y7
Associated with the above equations are the mass balancing relations
at (Yi + Y3) = 0
dt(Y4 + Y5 + Y7) = 0
dt (Y3 + Y5 - Y2 - 2Y 6 ) = 0
If we assume the initial conditions ,v 10 = N Q and Y40 = NA , then
Y20 = Y30 = Yso = Y60 = Y70 = 0 and the above mass balancing relations
imply
Y1 + Y3 = NR
Y4 + Y5 + Y7 = NA 	 (33)
Y3 + Y5 = Y2 + 2Y6
In the above equations it is assumed that
k i = dal = [2.5(107)](10-22)
k3 = ^G3
k7 = ^a7/NR
k 9 = ^a9/NX
34
are radiation-dependent reaction coefficients, The remaining reaction
coefficients are assumed to be temperature dependent and can be expressed
in terms of the Arrhenius expressions:
k 2 
= N v2 exp(-E2/KT)
k 4 N v 4 exp(- C4 /KT)
R
k 6 = v6 exp(- E6/KT)
k 5 - (6.0)(k6)exp(+1,13/KT)
k8 - v $ exp(- C6/KT)
klo = vlp exp(-Clp/KT)
k ll	 N v i1 exp(-E11/KT)
R
k1 2 = )12 exp(-E12/KT)
At equilibrium, the mass balance relations (33) must hold. In addition,
we may choose any four independent equations from equations (32). We
then obtain the following system of equilibrium equations:
Y1 + Y3 = N 
Y4 + Y5 + Y7 ` NA
Y3 + Y5-Y2- 2Y6='0
` k l y l + k2Y2Y3 - k7Y1Y2 + k8Y6Y3 S 0
k5Y22 — k 6y6 + k 7Y1Y2 - k 8Y3Y6 + k 9Y2Y4 — k 19Y5Y6 = 0
-k 3Y4 + k 4Y2Y5 - k 9Y2Y4 + k 1oY 6Y5 = 0
k 11Y2Y5	 k 12Y7 = 0
Solving this system of nonlinear equations for various values of
temperature gives the results presented in table 3.
a
35
Table 3. Results Front equilibrium equations,
'<I n 2.50000E-lt^ 024 3,20139E-29 K3 n 2,50000E-15 K4m 3,23139E -29
KS• 3.211399 - 2 1+ 1,0 .3,233409 -32 K7a 3.28139E -2'? K34 5.40091E -24
K90 v.2c3139E-2'a 1, 106 1,34450E-14 K11 n 1.12413E-37 K12 3.243139E-29
E2n 7,20000E-01 94n 7.20000E-01 E5. 7.2000OZ-01 E3n 1.75000E+00 E7n 7,200001 -01
E0n 1.40000E+00 E9 n 7,20004E-01 EIO• 4.30000E-01 912. 7.20000E - 01
V2. 1,90000E+1 V 40 1.00000E+12 V5 8 1.00000E+12 V4n 1,00000E+0 V7n 1.00000E+12
V8 n 1.00000E+12 On 1.00000E+12 V10 . 1,0 491E+05 V12 n 1.00000E+12
TEMPO	 tl,a++ 2, 00000E+17 til e 2. '61000E 112
Y1 n CG& Gal n 2..,0371400E+22	 (2 n C v G.a I n S.'?4014347+3E+20
Y3 ft" 'a 11 n 5.'3r`,2'340009E + 20 	 'Not I 443 n 1.'?44.503000E +13
	
.3 t I n 9."".471942E+04	 1.34*145044E+17
. +CUG,^li3 n i.9'+'F145535E+17
TEMPO 2.00000E-02 Na m 'S.00000E+17 tile 2.22000E+22
y 1 n CG& Gal n 2.1 1^4+064220E+22	 Y2 n C V GA In 4.0103^3l6t37?+341
Y3 n CGa 1 3 n 6.01 14573029E+20	 Y4 n C I Gala +.21732033~>E+14
Y5 n CI	 3 n 2,+4Z27 •illIff+05	 Y6AC4VGa>23. 1.340170224E +17
'(7 n CV'".03 n 4..* 7732680E+17
TEMPO 2. 0Aj000E +712 Nan 2.00000E+W We 2.22000E+22
'(1 n CG4 :•a3 . 2, 145141510621E+22	 Y2 n C V Ga In 6.03:•2409095+20
Y3 n CGa i 3 n 4.OQ$937149E+20	 Y4 n C I Gal n 1.0712069400E+14
YS n CI 13 n 9.W50349242E+05	 '(6 n C(VGA)21 n 1.34:31727379+17
Y7 n CVG-aI i I n !,'?'+1+1147935+18
TEMP
O
 2,000 4)05 +^1s Nan 4.00000E+1 ,3 Ml n 2,22000E+22
Y1 n CGa	 Y2 n C V Ga I n 6.040447,510E+20
Y3=Cf:a !I n i. 04310330A E+20	 '(4 n C I Ga3 n 1.76517,3560E+15
Y5 n C1 i I n 	 Y4•Cr:VCa)23 n 1.'34^317'3126E+17
Y7 n CVGaI i In 3.9'A234920E+13
Ki m
 
2.50000E-15 h'2 n 1.39110E-25 K3 0 2.50000E-15 K4 n 1.3'?1305-25
KS • 1.39130E- 25 K6 n 3.40091E-23 K7 . 1.33130E-25 K$ n 5.10,305E-17
K9 n 1.391305-25 K10 n 2.04511E-12 K11 n 1. i+'_ri13E-3' K13 n 1.3' lV)E-2$
E2 n 7.20000F-0/ E4= r". 20000E-01 E5 n 7.20000E-01 E 49 1.75000E+00 E7n 7.200043E-01
€3 4 1.40000E+0r1 E3n 7. 20000E-01 E10 n 4.30000E-01 E12 n 7,20000E-01
V2n 1.00000E+1' V40 1,00000E +12 V5 . 1,00000E+12 V6 n 1.047000E+13 117. 1.00000E+12
v , Bw 1,0000 4)5+i3 V lox 1.00000E+12 V10 n 1.040 ,33E+05 V12 n 1.00000E+12
TEMP O 2 .50000E-t3U` Ma• 2.049000E+17 til e 2.32000E+222
Y1 n CGa ):al n 2.,:!'?9'499'365+?: Y2 n C V Ga I n 1.22 1 0000 90E+13
'P3 n CGa 13	 n 4.1"U,00000E+13 Y4 n C	 I	 Ga3 n 2.000000000E+17
Y5 2 CI t	 I	 n 1..:;45040540E+06 Y6 n C(VGa)2l n 1,47$34a094E+13
Y7 n CVG&1i3 n 1.222760425E+07
TEMP O 2.50000&-0 2 1146 6, 000 ►)k1E+i' MI n ,2.22000E+22
`(1 n CGa f:a3 n 2. 1?'?9'3??6E+2'a'	 Y20C 'V Ga 3 0 1.221000000E+13
'f3 n CGa +l • 4 .;^.6000045+13	 '(4 n C I G .a3 n 5.000000000E+17
Y5 n CI t 3 n 1.*:F43332336E+06	 Y6=11V1;3)23 n 1.47799,?'345E+l'3
Y7 n CVGa1t3 n 1.13404343424E+07
TEMPO 2.50000E -02 His 2.00000E+113 HI n 2,22000E+22
Y1 n CG.i Ga3 n 	 (29C V G•a I n 1.221090000E+1v
(3 n CG•a it n 4.1 ah0U4?005+13	 Y4 n C I Ga3 . 2.000000000E+13
el-Cl i I n 1,"05(017'5135+06	 (6 n C?VG&)23 n 1.475497,319,4E +13




rEMPn 2,50000E+!)i^6 Has 4. 00000E+10 Niw 2,22000E+22
YI n CP,a We 2.2I$999 1396E+22	 Y2*( V Ga In 1,221000000E+13
Y3 n CGa 13 * 4.1734100000E +13 	Y40C I G43 n 4.000000000E+10
Y5 n C1 I I w .0505204449+04	 Y3*C4VGa)23* 1,4703399409+13
Y7 n CVGaIII* 2,0341c71322E+07
K1* 2.100410E-15 K2* 3.444441-23 Kam 2,10000E-11 F:4 n 3.64600E-23
K 5w 3.44,100E-23 kmiw 4.07743E-17 K7 n 3.64433E-23 k9 n 3.07930E-12
K9 n 3.64100E-2'0'1 *a 1.235299-0'14 KII n 1. 12613E-37 k IW n ).6413*9-23
E2 n '.200001-01 94* 7.200009-01 E5 n 7.20000E-01 E0 1.7541410E+00 E7. 7.20000E-01
E30 1.40000E+00 E9* 7,20000E-01 910 n 1,300009 .01 912 0 7,20000E-01
V2* 1,00000E+1: 1'4 n 1.000009+12 V5n 1.00000E+12 "1 1 n 1.00000E+13 V7 m 1,00000E+12
V0 n 1.00000E+1 V9 w 1.00000E+12 YON 1.09090E+05 V12m 1.00000E+12
•.EMP n 3.00000E^02 Has 2,V0000E+I" Ni n 2.22000E+22
Yi w C4a 1153 n 2.2I4999999E+22	 Y2 n C V Ga Is 1.;222 0000F30E+13
Y3 0 CGa 13 n 1..'0400000E+13	 Y4 n C I Ga3 n 2,000000000E+17
Y5 n CI 1 3 n 4.170003420E+05	 Y6mCeVGa)270 2.51730721313E+11
Y7 n CVGaIil m 107230501649+04
TEMPn 3.000009-02 Has
 5,01000E + 17 NI n 2,22000E+22
Y1 n CGa 1;a7 n 2.219999999E+22	 Y2mC V Ga 3. 1,221000000E+13
Yl n CGa i3 n 1,29540000011+13	 Y4 n C I 1;a] n 1.000000000E+17
Y1 m CI i 3 n 9.014711319E+05	 Y6 n C(VGa)23 n 2.51.709153E+11
Y7 n CVGAI11 n 3.323452535E+04
TEMP n 3.00000E+02 Nan 2.00000E+18 NI. 2,22000E+22
Y1 n CG4 pia] n 2.2199999 1d9E+22	 Y2wC V Ca I n 1.221000000E+13
Y3 0 CCA it n 1,265400000E+I3	 Y4 n C I Gal s 2.0000000 ►]0E+i3
Y5 n CI i ] n 2.909519941E+03	 Y6 n C(VG,a)2] n 2.521027934E+11
Y7 n CVGa1il n 7.127152553E+05
TEMP n 3.00000E+02 Nan 4.00000E+73 file 2,220000+22'
Yl w C1;ja	 2. t". 49999E+22	 Y26( V Ga I s 1.221000000E+13
Y'3 n CGa 11 n 1,245400000E +13 	 Y4 n C t Ga] n 4.000 ►300r100E*113
Y5 n CI I I n S.r304561570E+OS	 Y6wC{VG10210 2.52063157709111
Y7 n CVGa717 n 2.1+33521457E+05
K1 n 2.50000E-15 K2 n 1,94675E-21 K3 n 2.50000E-15 K4m i.d4675E-21
KS m 1.'34675E-21 k:4. 6.4402r3E-13 K7 n 1,94675E-21 K8 m 7,03273E-09
O n 1.94675E-21 K10 n 1.2303 13E-07 Kit s 1.1261.3E-37 K12 n 1.9467SE-21
E2 w 7.20000E-01 E4n 7.20000E-01 E5 m 7.20000E-01 E6 n 1,75000E+00 E7 . 7.20000E-01
E>3 n 1.40000E+01;1 O n 7.20000E-01 E10w 13.30000E-01 E12 m 7.20000E-01
V2 n 1.00000f+12 V4n 1.00000E+12 V5w 1,00000E+12 V.a n 1.09000E+13 V7 m 1.00000E+12
V$ m l. r]0000f +12 1 1 9n 1.0000')E+12 V10 n 1.090913E+05 V12 n 1.00006E+12
TEMP-	 3.5000r;1E-r12 flan 	1.00000E+17 film	 2.22000E+22
Y 1 n C Ga 1;•a] n 2.2 720000000E+22 Y2 n C V Ga I n 1 .221000000E+015
Y3 n CC4	 17	 n 0.000000000E+00 Y40C	 I	 Ga3 m 2.000000000E+17
Y5 n CI	 i	 I	 n 5.670370513E+ r?E Y5 n C{VGa)2I n 3.13>;3'3127i13E+0?
Y7 n CVGa113 w 3.535403554E-04
TEMP n 3.500470E- 1"1 2 Na n S.W00 ►70E+17 NI n ,.22es7OE+i2
ri m CC•a ;*] n 2.:'200000009+22	 Y2 n C V Ga 3 n 1.2210000k^0E+0$
Y3 n C 1; •a 11 n 	 Y40C I Ga] m 5.000000000E+17
'15wCI 1 ] w 5.0"r:. ?27457E+O#;	 115'0!:'llia.'23m 13.13131'14347419+^]7
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Table 3, (continued).
Y7=[VGa1J 3 n 3.S$7128273E-04
TEMPn 3,50000E+Ei2 Na= 2.00000E+13 NI= 2.2200r1E+22
YIECCa G•s3= 2, ,,20000909E+22	 Y2=C V Gjt I n 1.221000000E+06
Y3=CGa 13 =	 Y4=C I Gal s
 2.000000000E+18
Y5 n CI i I = 5.17 76794531E+06	 Y5 n C(VG.&)29 n 3,385895454E+r]7
Y7 0 CYG4113 n 3.505U3072E-04
TEMP n
 3.50H r)0Ei' ta2 Nam 4.00000E+13 NIA 2,22000E+22
e1=CGa t4al n a^.: 6t0r)00r)0E+22	 Y?.=C V Ga I n
 1,221000000E+06
73=CGa i3 = 0.1:1Ci0000H0HE+00
	 Y4=C I Gal= 4,000000000E+13
Y5=CI 1 I n 5.0 725719 139E+06
	Y6=CCYGa)23- 3.3134034035E+07
Y7 n CYGaIt3 n
 3.51327130643E-04
K'1. 2.50000E-15- K2 n 13.34461E-20 K3 .
 2.50000E-13 K4= 3.84451E-20
K5 n
 3.84451E-Ut K681 9,07335E-10 K7 n 3.34461E-20 K$. 2,32399E-05
K9 0 3,34451E-2 0 K'10 n 3.33279,,;E-06 K11 2
 1.12613E-37 K12 9
 3.34451E-207
E2 n 7.20000E-01 E4m 7.20000E-01 E5 n 7.20000E-01 E6= 1.75000E+00 E7= 7.20000E-61
E8 n 1.4t)O00E+00 O n 7.20000E-01 E10= 3,'30r) r]0E-01 E12= 7.,20000E-01
V2 n 1.00000E+12 V4 n 1.00000E+12 V5 n 1,00000E+12 V6 9
 1.00000E+13 V7n 1.00000E+12
V8= 1.00000E+12 V'?n 1.00900E+12 010 . 1,0 13093E*05 V12 .
 1.00006E+12	 -




Y2=C V GA 3 n
 1.221000000E+13
Y3 n C1^+a it n 1.2c 1000000E+13	 Y4 n C I
	 ;.al n 1,9'?9'?'?99'?'?E+17
Y5=C I i I n 5. e,t3"'?4551r)E+07
	 Y6mC 0G,a)23 n 3.565900543E+ ►)13
Y7 n CVG.al i 3= 2.:1'31183229E+03
TEMP n 4.00000E+02 Nan 5.00000E+1 N1 n 2,22000E+2
Y1 n CGa Gala 2.219 1?99999E+22	 Y2-C V Ga I n 1.221000000E+13
Y3=CGa 1 3 n 1.G' 10HHHHHE+13
	 YOC I Gala 4.999999993E+17
Y5 n CI i I = 1.670384485E+08	 Y5=CCYGatJ23= 3.655921790E+^)3
Y7 n CYGaIilw 5.975804534E+03
TEMP= 4.0111000E+02 Nam 2.00000E+13 NI- 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGa Ga3 n 2,21?99 10999E+22	 Y2 n C V Ga 3 0 1.2sir]00r3r)r)E+1;3
Y3=CCa i3 n 1,;':'lr)00H00E+13	 Y4 n C I Gal- 1.999999999E+13
Y5 = CI i 3 = e,r.'. ZH903e5E+013
	 Y6AUYGsi23= 3.5550555fi?E+03
Y7 = CVGaIi3 n 2.3G9304284E+04
TEMP n 4.00000E+02 Was 4,00000E+13 NI= 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGa Ga3= 2. 1'?99 ,8999E+22	 Y2=C V Ga 3 n 1,221000000E+13
Y3=CGa 13 = 1. 1221000000E+13	 Y4 n C I G43 9 3.99999'?99'?E+13
Y5 n CI 1 3 n 1._a35306997E+09	 Y6=CeYGa)27 n 3.666252211E+08
Y7 n CVG41il= 4.7713210955E+04
K1= 2.50000E-15 K:2= 3.91233E-1 1? K:3= 2.50000E-15 K4- 3.91283E-19
K5= 3,91233E-19 K:6 . 2.55227E-07 K7 n 3.'?123i3E-19 K3 n 2.11512E-04
On 3.91,283E-19 K10 n 5.56033E-03 K11 n 1. 221.513E-37 K12 n 3.'?I288E-1?
E2= 7,20000E-01 E4 n 7.20000E-01 E5 n 7.20000E-01 E6= 1.75000E+013 E7= 7.20000E-01
E3= 1.40000E+r)0 E9= 7.20000E-01 E10 n 3.30000E-01 E12 n 7.20000E-01
Y2= 1.007 000E+12 's'4= 1.00000E+12 Y5 n 1.00000E+12 V6= 1.00000E+13 V7= 1.00000E+12
Y3= 1.00000E+12 V9 n 1.00000E+12 ''I ;)= 1.0'?0'?3E+H3 '112 n 1,00000E+12
TEMP I 4,50000E+1:12 Na m 2.00000E+17 NI= 2.2'200r]E+2'2
Y1=Ci^a Ga3= ? : 4)r)00rJH0E+22	 Y; =C V GA I- 1.2,21000009E-12
`.'3=U3a I]




T,lble 3.	 (colic 111ked) .	 trl,^c1^ ^1t ^^
1 ^r'1 r j r'^' jSl
d^
	
Y 5 n CI 1 3 n 4, K.:`; 1 4431E +0' 	 Y6mttVGati23. 1,"'2'226704E +0'
Y' n tVGa(1 ] n 1,'S'^la^3k1"12E+01
TEMP• 4.0,, 0000E+0i Ni s
 5.00000E+1' N1 • 2. 22000E +-1,
	
Y1 • CUA Gal n 2.,:;:00000 1)0E+22	 Y26C V GA 3 n 1.221400000E+12
	
Y7 n CU4 11 • 1, a i20U0000E+t2
	
Y4 n t 1 G ► 3 n 4.'?99499'p99E+l'
	Yo1wct 1 I n 1,0I405',)Z4E+kM	 Y4 n CtVt,a?23. 3. ''?7404034E+07
Y' • CV1,;A113 n 3,97'a$0342?E+tl
TEMPa 4,50004E•rt, Na n a`,U13UUUE+l3 NI•
i'1 n CGa GA3 n 2.w:	 k; 4100150E+,^^^ `r'2 n C %,	 Gl	 In 1.221000000E+12
Y?*tGA	 r3	 n t,2000UOOE+Ir Y4 n C I	 G il n 2.000000000E+14
'i5 n ti	 t	 3	 n 4,z is `!,1?t3 ?obE+13;3 Y6•CtV1,,► ^^,,'.)• 3. "9a35?^3$E+0"
1'' • tVl"fJIl3 n 1.";;':1:^254I4E +kl,'r
TEMP • 	4.50000E ,. 1r,C	 His	 4, 014100E +13 N1 n 2. 22004E + 22
YI n CGA G.► 3 • 2,	 1 ,*099?99E+22 Y2MC V GA 3 n 1,221401QS0)E+I3
Y3 n IGA	 13 I,w»IUU11 ^?Uk^E+I3 Yd n C I	 Gil* 3,'?'?9?'?9'??,`E+13
YS n tI	 1	 3	 n 3.^.'11334"3E+0? Y4-COGa!23. 4.1056,36131E+07
r,+ n CV 1;aI1 IN 2, i.l ► t+63h20E+U4
I l • Z,5004UE-01 k2 . 2,503 137E°19 k3 .
	k4* 2,503137E-l3
k5 n ;,'".? J'31 E- ♦ h P; x 2.32.'?? E "0 5 0- 2.3038"E-14 6$- ',31604E-03
h'? n
 2.`53'3'E - 1 . ' M 10 • 4.72,,164E -04 Kit s 1,12613E - 3" 612- 2.50387E - 18
E2* '. 200r^'3E-4: E4 n ', 20040E-tt E3 • ", 2004141E-11 Eh n 1 , " 30041E+O0 E;' n 7, 2130041E-01
Ea"* t,40000E+011 E'? n 7.20000F:-01 El l)* 4.30)3031E-Ot E12 n 7,'OUOOE-01
V2 n 1,00000E +1.: V4. 1.00000E+12 V5+ 1,00000E+12 V$ • 1,11000E+13 V'w l.11)U00E+12
V$- 1.00000E+12 V'? • 1,00000E+12 r,'10 n 1,090'? 13E+05 V1,2 n 1.00000E+12
TEMPO 3.dU g UOE w lr y N ► n 1 .1Qv10QE+1" Ni n 2.1,004E+22
1't n CGa Ga3 n 	 1'2 *C V Ga 3 0 1.221000040E+13
i3 n CGa r 3 n 1,:,`1000000E+t3	 Y4-C I	 Gal a i.?'?'???a?132E+i'
.'S • Cf r 3 • 1, . • ,^•1 ,"3`'E+1?	 Yd n C,,VG&?43- , ,Uw500?3436E+Uti
.'*C1+1',at13• 1.11116631?31E+04
cM ? •	 3.00k1k11)E + 112	 N1 n NI*	 2,2ak11)OE+i+"
1'I n o; ► Gal a Y2 n C	 V Ga	 I+ 1.2210004100E+ ► 3
Y3-W .	 r I	 + 1.2::100 131NMM+13 Y4 n C	 1	 1',43 n 4,'?'???'?'?a34E+1"
Y 15-Cl
	
1	 3	 n 4.'^r;165tU?2E+0? 1'6 n ttiVr; ► ?23 n '.04152172?E+06
Y" n CVG.► Itl a 2.516014353E+U3
TEMPw 5,00000E+ ,1r2 N ►n 2.00000E+14 N1 n 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGi Ga3 n 	Y n C V Ga I s 1.UtO0OOk10E+13
'r'3-CGa 13 n 1.2214110040E+13	 Y4*C I	 Gal a 1,'?????9'.aG:E+tB
.5 n ti r 7
	
1. '^ Ory 4016'E+0	 1'6.01+Caa'23* 7 ,16?1 646y7E+04
','" n CVGa (IJ n t.11115.i00i11.3E+04
TEMP n 5.401500E+,;12 Na n 4.00041 4E+13 NI n 2.220UUE+22
Y' 1 n CG ► Gal n 2.21 '?'?'??'??E+22	 Y2"C V Ga 3 n 1 , 2210000UOE+ 13
Y3 n CG4k 1I • 1. w1000000E+13	 Y4 n t 1	 Cal m 2,.'?'??'?99y73E+1'3
Y5 n Ci 1 I w LAI53 1M0U."+E+113	 Y5 n C+NGA)23 n „07'?6;3"1351E+013




A more realistic gat of chemical equations is
\1
GaGa On , Gai
As As\4# VAS + As 
\5
VGa * I Ga {§ V GaIGa
Q7	
(35)




Gala + V a { A )a + Ga{
!2
Lot  [ ] denote "concentration of" in units of cm -3 , then for
y! = [Ga Ga	 gallium on Ga Sites
22 = AN = vacancies on Ga Sites
/a ` [Ga i ] ` gallium intefstitials
K = [r As ]arsenic on As sites
ys ` f4s] 	 vacancies on As sites
/§ = (As i ] = arsenic inte,stitials
Y7 = [IGa ] = impurity on Ga site
/a ` Na I Ga ] = vacancy-impurity  co, ,!„ le&
£ g = [(VGa)2] = gallium divacancy
Y10 ` UVAs )z] = arsenic divacancy
we have the following chemical kinetics:
^
40
dt _ - k 1Y1 - kil>'1Y2. + k2Y'-Y3 + k12YgY3
d	
= k 1Y1 - k2Y2Y3 - k5Y2>'7 + k6Y8 - 2k7Y"5 + 2k8y9 - k 11Y1Y2 + k12Y9Y3
dy3 
= 
k 1Y1 - k ''Y2Y 3 + k 11Y1 Y 2 - k 12Y9Y3
dt
dY4 = - k 3Y4 + k4Y5Y6dt
d  = k 3Y4	 kj+Y5Y6 -`kgyj + 2kloYlo
dad = 
k 3Y4 - k4Y5Y6
dy7 
= - k 5Y2Y7 + k6Y8dt
dt = k 5Y2Y7 - k6Y8
dyg
,I = k 7YJ - k ayg + k 11Y1Y2 - k12Y9Y3dt
dt Q = k9Y5 - k10Y10
The mass balance associated with the above equations implies that
Y1 + Y3 = N 
Y4 + Y6 = NQ
Y4 + Y5 + 2Y10 = N 
Y1+Y2+2Yg+Ys=Nz
Y7+Y6=Na
where we have assumed the initial conditions yl(0) = N R , Y4 (0) = N^,




Y4 + Y5 = N 
Y1 +Y2+2Y9+Ya=NR
Y4 + Y5 + 2Y10 " N 
Y7 + Y5 = Na
-
k lYl - k llY1Y2 + k 2Y2Y3 + k l2Y3Y9 = 0
- k 7Y2 2 + k 6Y9 - k llYlY2 + k l2Y3Y9 = 0
- k 3Y4 + k 4Y5Y6 = 0
- k 9Y5 2 + k loYlo = 0
- k 5Y2Y7 + k 6Y8 = 0
with the reaction coefficients given by:
k l
 = a l $ _ ( 10 -22). ,5(10 7 )) sec "1
k 2	a2 v2 exp(-E 2 /KT) cm3sec,1
k 3 = 0 3$ sec-1
k 4
 = a4 v4 exp(-E4/KT) c111 3 sec l
k 5 = a 5 v 5 exp(-E5/K'r) cm3sec -1
k 6
 = 0 6 v 6 exp(-E6/DT) sec-1
k 7 = a7a7 exp (-E7/KT) cm3sec-1
k 8 = 008 exp (-E8/KT) sec -1
kg = agvg exp(-Eg/KT) cm 3 sec 1
k lo =a lo v lo exp (- E lo/ KT) sec -I
1.
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k 1 l r. al1v1 	 e1113sec
"1
kI., = o 12 u 12 e.xp(-E12/KT) cat sec 1
The results of a parametric study of the equilibrium equations are
given in table 4, and a graph of results is illustrated in figure 19.
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Table 4. Results of a parametric study of the equilibrium equations.
1191
K1 n 2,30000E-15 k:2 n 1.391130E-25 '• 2,'•000 4' -1S K4 n 1.39130E-25
KS= 1,39IM-2!+ Ki3n 5.400916-23 K7 n 1.391130E-25 K3 8 6, 1090SE-17
K9 n
 1,39130E-25 Kl0 n 2.04611E-12 K:' 1 1.12 0 .3E-37 K12 n 1.39130E-25
E2 n 7,29000E-01 E4 0 7,20000E-01 ES • 7.20000E-•01 E6 0 1.75000E+00 E7 n 7.20000E-01
ES n 1.40000E- 00 O n 1 .21 000P)E-01 E10 n 	 E12 n 7.20000E-01
V2 . 1,00000E+12 V4 0 1.00000E+12 VS- 1,00004E-12 V$ n 1.043000E+13 V7 n 1.00000E+12
V3 n 1.00000E+12 V9 n 1.00000E+12 VIO n 1.090"3E+05 V12 n 1.00000E+12
TEPIP n ':.50000E+1)2 Haw
 
2.0041430E+17 N1 . 2.,22000E+22
'^1 n CGa	 '$ ,) n 2.: 1 ^9798rI4E+22 t2 n C	 !+	 G.a	 3 n l.'?54640y25E+t5
3 • CG:	 ' ;	 • .2. 1'1 1w571120E+17 'e4 n C 	 As	 As3 n 2.219972039E+22
'i5-CV	 M- .	 n Yri n C	 As	 i	 I n 2.791lOCOOE+17
'7 n CI	 G	 + 3."1 "O576S48E+04 Y8mCVGaIGa3m 2.000000000E+17
Y'?-C(VG, •	 2. .`27	 755784E +13 YIOmC(YW23 n 1.331340?043E+17
TEMP n 2.50000E +' ,'Q Has 5,00000E+17 Nis 2.22000E+22
''t n CGa Gal n 2.'dt? 74'?359E+22 Y2•C V Ga I • 7,'?133794613E +14
Y3-CGa	 f3	 • 5.014136216E+17 Y4-C	 As As]- 2,219972039E+2 ^s
Y5 n CV Asa n l.i°.:3630143E+15 Y6 n C	 As	 1	 3. 2,791106100E+17
Y7 n CI	 Gal	 • 2.151102003E+05 Y8 n %VG%IG&l- 5.000000000E+17
Y9 • C -1021 m 3.6?5365377E+12 Y10wCkVAs)23m 1.338409043E+17
TEPIP • 2.50066E *112 Ham 2.00000E+13 Ni s 	2.,,Z290k1E+22
YI n CGa GaI - 2.. 1.4 S'0002.''+E+'22 Y2 n C V Ga 3- 1.'?93664O63E+14
Y3 n CG,► 	 f l	 n 1, y?5+730'?03E+13 Y4 n C	 Aa Ail n 2.219'?7203'?E+22
'1'5-.V	 Asl n 1.4213650143E+t5 Y60C
	
As	 f	 3 • ,2.791106100E+17
Y7 n CI	 Gal	 n 3.1392357564E+06 Y9•CVG.%IGal n 2,000000000E+13
Y l?-C(VGa)23 • 1.9e. 1,744990E+10 YlO n C(VNs)2J n t.M409043E+17
TEPIP n 	2.511000E -H 112	 Nam	 4,00000E+113 N1 . 2 .2'Z000E+22
Y1 n CG& Ga3 n 2.: l'?5'?'3963E+22 Y2 n C	 V Ga l n 9.:4$6152344E+13
1'3 n CG4k	 f J	 n 4.vIAI'370427E+113 i'4-C	 As	 Ail n 2.2097203?E+22
Y5-CV Ail	 n 1.4428630143E+15 Y6•[	 As	 i	 3- 2.791106100E+17
Y7•CI	 G.al	 n 1.V17f413t756E +07 Y3 n CVGaIGa3 n 4.000000000E+18
-' 
-UYG023- 2,4 133322300E+09 YiOmCSVAs)23 n 1.333409043E+17
K1 . 2.50000E-15 k.2- 3.646813E-23 O n 2.50WE-15 K4 . 3,64658E-23
K5 n 3.64633E -2:3 P.6 n 4.07745E-17 K7 n 3.64633E- 23 KS- 3.07330E- 1+
On 3.64633E-2 1 410- 1.25$29E-09 K11 • 1.12613E-37 K12 n 3.64 38E-23
E2 . 7. 2 0000E-01 E4 •	204100E-0! E5 . 7.20000E - 01 Ea n 1,7SOOOE+00 E7 . 7,20000E-01
Ea n 1.40000E+01'1 C?- .20000E-01 Earl • 3.30000E-61 1 E12- 7.140000E-01
V2 . 1.00000E+1:: V4. 1.00OOOE+12 V5 . 1,00000E+12 V6- 1.OI1000E+13 V7 . 1,00000E+12
V3- 1.04.) PMOE+12 V9 n 1.00000E+12 VlO . 1.09013E+05 V12- 1.00000E+12
TEMP= 3.O t1 000Ei1:1 2 Nam 2.00000E+17 Ni s 2.22000E+22
Y'1 n CGa	 GisJ- ,2.219979'990E+22 Y2•C	 V	 pia	 3 n 7.605234375E+t2
Y3-CGa	 13	
-
2.0fj0?56603E+17 '1'4 n C	 As	 Ai3- 2.y19999473E+22
'1'5 n CV	 At3	 n 2,?1 1 500691E+14 Y6- C	 As	 1	 I. 5,Z234330 1)OE+15
Y7 • CI	 Gal	 n 2,940254'389E+10 Y3 n CVG4IGa3= 1.'?99999706E+17
Y'? n CrVG•r)23 n 3, I1o201S?44E+013 YlO-C(VAs)23 n 2.466O3r1300E+15
TEMP • 3.00OOOE-02 Nan 	 :5.1,1	 0.9 00E+17 N1• 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGa G43 9 2.	 1'??49'?32E • _2 1"2 n C	 V	 Ga	 In 3.039492133E +1, 2
Y3 n CGa	 i 3	 - S.IIIJE,776546E+17 '4•C	 As	 Asa n 2.+199'?9473E+22
Y'S-CV	 A43	 n 2. 1:1 135 4) 0691E+1 4 Y5-C	 As	 f	 3 n 3,223.135000E+15
'f'7 n C1 	 1: al	
-
1.1339231476E+11 Y8 n CVGaI Gal a 4.999?93161E+17




'Cable 4.	 (continued) .
TEMP• 3.00000E+n2 Haw 2.00000E+19 N1 n
 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CG4L 1:43 n 2,21'?799913E+22 "r2 n C	 V	 G-► 	 I s 7.pS05234375E +1t
Y3=CG•a	 11	 n 2.000374097E+19 Y4 n C As Asl • 2.21'.4999479E+22
YS n CV As]	 = 2,913500691E+14 Y6mC	 As	 i	 3. 5.223439000E+15
Y7=(I
	 G ► 7	 n 2.940250499E+12 Y9 n CVGaIGs3= 1.999997060E+19
Y9=C<VGa)23 n 2.19^1976543E+05 Y10 n C<VAs)2l n 2.4i6086300E+15
TEMP•	 3.130000E-i12 Has 4000000E+13 N1 n
 2,22000E+22
Y1=CGa G43 n %.e 19S??91'?E+2 2 '?2NC	 V	 r,•► 	 I N 3,302339194E+11
Y$•CG.a	 i 3
	
n 4.11110 3 1 1 1 0 0E+13 Y4•C
	 As As]* 2.21'?'?9947$E+22
Y5=CV Asa	 a 2.+135006'?1E+14 Y6=C	 As	 1	 3. 5,223438000E+15
'e"ECI
	 Gal	 n Y9 n CV1:aIG.al• 3.99?'?98240E+t9
Y9 n C<VG023= 2."83669040E+07 Yt0•t<VAs>23 n 2.466096300E+15
K1 n
 2,50000E-15 K2 n 1.94675E-21 K3 . 2.50090E-15 K4 n 1.94675E-21
K5= 1.'?4675E-21 K6= 6.440213E-13 K7 n
 1.94675E-21 K'3 n 7.03273E-01
K9 n t . ?4h 75E-'21 K10n 1.23033E-07 Kit= t . 129 0E- 37 K 12= 1.94675E-21
Et a 7,20000E-01 E4= 7.20000E-01 E5= 7.20000E-01 Ee= 1.75000E+00 E7= 7.201300E-01
E3= 1,40000E+OC1 E'?- 7,20000E-01 E10 . 8,30000E-31 E12 .
 7.20000E-01
V2 . 1,OOOOdE+1:, V4 .
 1.00000E+12 V5 . 1.00000E+12 V6 n
 I.00000E'iI3 V7= 1.00000E+12
V$= 1.09000E+12 V9= t-00000E+12 V10 n
 1.0109SE+05 V12 2 1.00000E+12
TEMP= 3.50000E -02 Na= 2.00000E+17 N1 n 2.22000E+22
Y1 • CGa GaJ= 2.::19979'.479E+22 Y2 n C-V 1:a	 In 1.423921375E+11
Y3 n CG.► 	 13	 n 2.8102128093E+17 Y4•C	 As Ail s 2.219999967E+22
Y5 n CV Ail
	 = 3. 7 1227'?'?03E+13 '(6 n C	 As	 i	 3= 3.272280000E+14
Y7=CI	 Ga3	 • 4.635957357E+14 Y9 n CVGaiG ► J= 1.1495364143E+17
79=C<VGa)23= 1.141262422E+136 Yl9=C'VAslsl• 1.200977710E+14
TEMP n 3.50000E +132	 Has S.00001:1E+1" N1= e. 22000E+22
Y1 n CGa Ga3= 2.21'?'?Sk126nE+2'2 Y2=C	 V Ga I s 5.732109375E+10
Y3=CGa	 13	 • 4.'?"3447335E+17 Y4 n C	 As Rs3 . 2.20999967E+22
Y5=CV	 Asa	 = 3.712279?03E+13 Y5 n C	 As	 i	 3= 3,272290000E+14
Y7 n CI	 G•13
	 = 2,^r,?130556E+13 Y9=CV1;aIGal= 4.971308693E+17
Y; n C(VG.a)23- 6,13 4 757452'?E+04 Y10=C<VAs) 23= 1.200977710E+14
TEMP=	 3,50000E -)` Na m 2.00000E+13 Ni s 	2,221307E+22
Y1 n CG,1 Gal= 2.1''I PISO4350E+22 Y2=C	 V Ga 3 n 1.457091797E+10
Y'3 • CGa
	 13	 = t,$9m3'?7474E+19 Y4=C	 As Asi a 2.219999'?67E+22
Y5=CV Ai3	 = 3.7'1227?903E+13 Y6=C	 As	 i	 3= 3.27'2290000E+14
Y7 n CI	 Gal	 = 4.44 13042067E+16 'e9 n CVGalG-► 3= 1.';335'.49379E+13
Y9n C<VGa?2I n 1.1.1;531 13'??3E+02 Y10 n C0VAs)23= 1.200977710E+14
TEMP = 3.50000E +02 Was 4.90000E+13 Ni s 	2,22300E+.22
Y1=CGa Ga3 . 2.21'.4617101E+22 Y2 n [	 V Ga I s 7.444262695E+139
Y3 n CGa
	
13	 • 3.1?'2i3'?'.41 1339E+18 Y4=C	 As As J n 2.219999967E+22
Y$=CV Asa	 a a."1227'?'.4 133E+13 Y6=C	 As	 i	 I- 3.272280000E+14
Y7=CI	 Gal	 = 1."Ot.469395E+17 'e$wCVGa1GsJ= 3.329SO41AIE+18
Y? n C<VGai23 n 2.21325241343E+04 Yt0=C<VAs)23= 1,2009777113E+14
K1 = 2.50000E-1S K2 . 3.84461E-20 K3 . 2.513000E-15 K4- 3.34461E-20
K5 . 3.34461E- 2Ct k:o n '.4.07335E-10 K" n 3.944 .51E-20 K3 n 2.32399E-06
K'? n 3.34461E-211 N'10 n 3.33276E-06 K11 n 1.12613E-37 K12 n 3.84461E-20
E2 n 7.,20000E-01 E4= 7,20000E-131 E5= 7,200Q0E-01 E6 2 1,75000E+00 E7 . 7.2'0000E-01
E3 2 1.413000E+00 E9= 7.20000E- 131 E10 n '3.30000E-01 E12 n ",20E000E-01
V2 2 1,013000E+1.': Vo w 1.00000E+12 V-!m l.00000E+12 % 6= 1.110000E+13 V7= 1.00000E+12
VS= 1.00000E+12' V9m 1. 130000E+12 V11 n 1.090'?8E+ 136 V12 1.00000E +12
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Table 4. (continued.
TEMPn 4.00000E+02 Nam 2.00000E+17 NI n 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CG4 Ga3 n 2,^199414109* 22 Y2 n C V Ga I n 1.720S00000E+10
Y3 n CCa 13	 n 3.J04224015E+16 Y40C As Asa n 2,219999995E+22
Y5n CV Asa	 n 2.'?96591436E+13 Y6 n C	 As	 1	 30 4.017400000E+13
Y7 n CI Ga3	 n 1.156751225E+17 Y3 n CVGaIG•al n 3,432497741E+16
Y9 n C4VG%>23 n 3.532523634E+133 Y10n C<VAs)23 n 9,007335546E+12
TEMP O 4,00000E+1J2 Nan 5.00000E+17 NI n 2.22000E+22
Yl a tGa G43 n 2.219985255E+22 Y2 n C V Ga 3. 9.790544375E+09
Y3 n CGa	 13	 n 1.4'445t113E+17 74 n C As Asa . 2,2199999'?SE+22
5'S n CV	 Asl	 n 2.'a96391436E+13 Y6 n C	 As	 i	 I n 4.St7400000E+13
Y7 n CI	 Ga3	 n 3.513993571E+17 Y3 n CVGaIGa3 n 1.466001429E+17
Y9 n C<VG.a>23 n $. h4534525nE+ 132 Y10n C<VAs)23 n 9,00733554 E+12
TEMPn 4.00000E+ 132 Has 2.0047 130E+13 N1 n 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGa G-a3 n 2.219957941E+22 Y2 n C V Ga 3 n 4,502371094E+09
`'3 n CGa
	
13	 n 3.4U5359270E+17 Y4 n C As Asi a 2,211999995E+22
Y5 n CV As7	 n 2.995591436E+13 Y4 n C	 As	 i	 In 4.A17400000E+13
Y7 n CI	 Gal	 n 1,67'?5e0330E+13 Y8 n CVii.► IGa3 n 3.204396203E+17
Y9n C<VG023 n 3.0 73501331[+01 Y10 n C<VAs)23 n 9.1307335346E+12
TEMP n 4.00000E+02 Nan 4.00000E+13 N1 n 2.220011E+22
Y1 n CGa Ga3 n 2.2199333511[+22	 Y2 n C V Ga I s 3.1077832133E+09
Y3 n CGa 13 n 4..144943523E+17	 Y4 n C As Pal= 2.21'?999995E+22
Y5 n CV Asa n 2.496391436E+13	 Y6 n C As i I n 4,317400000E+13
Y7 n CI G ►3 n 3.5 :345756801[+13	 Y3 n CVGaIG,a3 n 4.454243202E+17
Y9 n CCVGa)23 n 2.1379091316E+01	 Y10 n t<VA023 n 9.007335546E+12
Ki m 2.50000E-1! K2w 3.91233E-19 On 2.50000E-15 K4 n 33.91233E-19
KS n 3,9t2 " E-1'? K6 n 2.55227E-07 K7 n 3.91235E-1? K3n 2.11612E-04
K9n 3.91288E-19 K10 n 5.36033E-05 Kil o 1.12613E-37 K12 n 3.91283E-19
1[2 n 7.20000E-01 E4 n 7,200130E-01 O n 7.20000E-01 E6 0 1.750043E+00 E7 n 7.20000E-01
E3n 1.40000E +017 E9 n 7.200 139E-01 E10 n 3.30,300E-01 E12 n 7.20000E-01
V2n i.00000E+12 V4n 1.00000E+12 V5 n 1.00000E+12 V4 n 1.000013E+13 V7 . 1.013000E+12
V8 n 1.00000E+11: V9 n 1.00000E+1'2 V10 1 1.9909SE+05 V12 n 1.00000E+12
TEMP n 4.5013013E +172 Nan 2.00000E+17 N1 n 2.22000E+22
Yt n CGa G43 n 2.21'56999323E+22 Y20C V Ga I* 2.1195125000E+10
Y3 n CGa it	 n 6.769944644E+15 Y4 n C	 As	 P r l= 2.219999999E+22
Y5 0 CV Asa	 n 1.10157333.7E+13 Y6 n C	 As	 1	 : v 1.237600000E+13
Y7 n CI	 Ga3	 n t.9 :;77534771[+17 Y3 n CVGaIGs3- 6,224152233E+15
Y9 n C<VGa>23 n 6.1104206404E+04 Y10n C<VAs+23. 5.539383555E+i1
TEMP n 4.50000ET02 Nan 5.00000E+17 N1 n 2.22000E+22
Y1 n CGa Gal n 2.219993944E+22 Y2 n C V Ga I n 1.345375000E+10
Y3 n CGa i7	 n 1.053379542E+16 Y4 n C As Asa n 2.219999999E+22
Y3 n CV Asa	 n 1.1131373533 7E+13 Y4 n C	 As	 i	 7 n 1.237600000E+13
Y7 n CI	 Ga3	 n 4.':*M 917614E+17 Y3 n CVGaIGa3 n 1.010823362E+16
Y9 n CCVGa)23 n 1.r-3493759IE+04 Y10 n CeVAs)23 n 3,339335355E+11
TEMP* 4.50000E +02 Nan 2.@431300E+13 N1 . 2.22000E+22
'11 n CGa IS&] n 2.31'?997945E+22 Y2n C V Ga I n 0.902312500E+09
Y3*CGa	 17	 n 2.vS 4301210E+14 Y4 n C	 As Asl n 2.219'?999'?9E+22
Y5-CV Asa	 n 1.11711573337E+13 Y6 n C	 As	 i	 3 . 1.2375017000E+13
Y7 0 CI	 Ga3	 n 1. 179056231E+19 Y8*CVGaIGa3 n 2.094.376876E +16
Y ,? n C(VG.a)23 n 2.::59172766E+03 Y10 n C<VA%^23 n 3.539385555E+11
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Table 4. (concluded).
TEMP O 4,30000E0)2 Nam 4,0000E+1$
Y1 n CGa dal n 2.:14497040E+22
Y3'CGa i l n 2.14103533E1E+16
Y3 n CV All n 1.14+13?9337E+13
Y7 n CI tail n 3.170334t$14E+19
Y9 n CtVGa)27 n 3.014176002E+02
N1. 2,22000E+22
Y2 n C V Ga In 4,973393730E+09
Y4 n C As Azl e 2,214'd99499E+22
Y6 0 C As 17 n 1.237600000E+13
't'a • CNGaIGaI n 2.'^65318s20E+16
Y10 n CCVAs)25 • 0-539393633E+11
K1 n 2.10000E-15 h2 n 2.603137E-19 On 2,50000E-15 4n 2,60397E-1$
K6 n 2.63337E-1 1 1 Kozo 2.32399E-0 43 K70 2,50397E-13 K.i3 n 7,31604E-03
Ow 2.10307E-13 !10. 4.72463E-04 Klt n 1.;2613E-37 K12 n 2,643327E - 10
Us 7. N1 00QE-`91 E4 r 7,20000E-01 E!3 • 7,40000E-01 Us 1 . 7mOOOE+00 E7•
E3 n 1.40000E+0 1:1 E9 n 7.20000E-01 E1O N f3.300OOE-01 E1s • 7.200E-01
12 . 1.00000E+12 V4 0 1.00000E+12 V6 . 1.00000E+12 1 5n 1.00090E+13 V7 n
V3 n 1,00000E+1. V'3 n 1.00000E+12 Vi go 1.040913E -'3 V120 1.00000E+12
', 204900E-0!
t . 00000E+ 1'a
TEMP• 6,0000E- 112 Nan 2.00000E+17
`e1 • CGi Gal s 2,2ti^4'8E+463E +22
Y'3 • CG ► 13 n 4.r.:$549034E+14
'e6 n CV All n 4.$:';04:3093,5E+12
1'7 n CI Gal n 1.':^t3409^i106E+17
Y9 n CcV1;1023 n 6.1186524947E+03
NI n 2.22000E+22
Y2 • C V GiL In
Y4 0 C As Asl n
Yo n C As t In
Yt'j • CVGa1 Gal n







Y2 • C V GA In
Y4 n C As As]*
Y6 0C As i In
YO U CVG•61 Gal a
Y1O n CCVAs)23•
TEMP-	 Han 6,00000E*17
Y1 • CGa Ga3 n 2.1'8'?49371E+22
Y3 • CGa i3 n 1.: t3t;.323691E+16
Y6 n CV Mil n 4,`334343'836E+12
r7 n CI Gal n 4 .'8,^0748733E+17
Y9-C4VGa 1 23- 6.712429744E+04
TEMP • 5,00000E+ t l2Was 2.00000E+13
Y1 n CGa Gal • 2.20$993113E+22
Y3 n CG,a tl n 1.8163367735E+16
Y'S • CV All n 4.6.33i30'836E+12
Y7 n CI GO n 1.'347372433E+183




'3.23 1 2 1 2400f:+14
l.0916d7728E±11
N1. 2.22000E+22
Y2 n C V Ga 3. 1.221000000E+10
Y4 n C As Asl n 2.220000000E+22
YS n C As ( I . 4.334000000E+12
Y3 • CVGa1Gal n 2.527652040E+16
Y10 n CCVAs)23 . 1.091,567723E+11
TEMP- 1.00000E* t): Nan 4,00000E+13
Yt n CGa Ga] n 2, .:1994,?6'd3E+^s2
Y3 n CGa 13 n 3.kt721ti46i9E+13
Y6•CV Asa n 4.5.:1^^439'833E+12
Y7 n t 1 Gal • 3.'I:^5893030E+13
Y9 n 'C(VGa)23 n 3.404r352938E+03
HI M 2.22000E+22
Y2 n C V Ga 30
Y 4 n C As Asl n
Y5 n C As 1 32
1r3 n CYGa1G,a3 n
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